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The construction of very long non-repetitive wor s on finite alphabets constitutes 
a subject of interest in combinatorics on words (cf. [ 1, 81). A fundamen 
of Thue [lo] states that a free monoid over a three letter alphabet has 
many words containing no identical adjacent blocks of letters 
Qn the contrary, as a consequence of the iteration lemma, one has that in any infinite 
anguage there are words containing a square. 
er we introduce the notion of a square-free word relative to Q rewriting 
system. It is a word which generates, by means of the given rewriting system, a set 
of square-free words. We deal with two decision problems: to decide whether a 
ee relative to a given rewriting system (square-free word 
ether there are infinitely many square-free words relative 
nite square-free word problem). 
Symmetric rewriting systems (i.e. Thue systems) are also presentat 
so that one can consider the problem of deciding whether the presented monoid 
contains i n infinite number of square-free elements (equivalently, whether there 
exists an infinite quotient monoid in which x2 = 0 for all x # 1). 
one restricts oneself to considering mmetric rewriting 
of the type (I, v) with v a non-em y word, then this 
infinite square-free word problem. 
Afterwards we consider some particul 
rule or one symmetric 
infinite square-free word 
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n Section 7 we consider allso the notion of an overlap-free word relative 
to a rewriting syste 7~ and we show that in the case of semi-commutations one can 
e exist infinite1 
uoting some problems w 
there exist a rewritifig system ‘WhG% sy 
the infinite 
aai 
l the free monoid and the 
=a,~~...a,,.. (a,+A,nH). 
is a finite subset 514 of the Cartesian product 
*X A*. The pairs ( ) E ;TZ are called productions. We denote by + the regular 
s f ** g if and only if 
for a81 i = %,2, . . . , 
For any u E A* the set 
L,,(w)={wEA* 
e the language generated by u (by means of m). 
A rewriting system v on A is said to be context-free if rr c A x A*. A system of 
s is a rewriting system of the form 
flexive relation 0 
‘on of square-free w relative to a rewrit 
is sa e squa e if one cannot fa 
r, s, t E A* and s non-empty. The set of all square-free words on the 
e say that w is s 
rewr~ti~~g system T if 
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is stable for factors, as one can easily verify in view of the regularity of the relation 
**. An infinite said to be square-free relative to TI= if all its factors 
ne can consider the following two 
ting system rr on an al 
her v is square-free relative to 7~ 
Injinite square-free word problem. ecide, for any rewriting system v in a given 
class, whether there exists an infinit quare-free word relative to r. 
emma, the existence of an infmite squ -free word 
equivalent to the infiniteness of 
‘CT contains a producti 
is empty since w ==P wvv, for all w E A*. 
+xA? 
5s section by introducin otion of an ina 
w be a rewriting system on the alphabet say that a w 
(relative to ?T) if L,( 37) = (v . In other terms, v is inalter le if one cannot ~acto~ze 
pk with h, p, k E A* and (p, q) E T for some q 
rable (relative to V) if all its factors are 
imilterable square-free word is necessarily square-free relative to n; and therefore 
if there exist arbitrary Iong inalterable square- free words, then L2( 27) is infinite. 
In general, the converse is not true. For instance, if one sets = ia, b, c, 4, 
r = ((a, b), (b, a)), then any square-free word of length longer than 3 is not inalter- 
able; nevertheless L(A, n) is infinite. 
Let a*~ K:i%pose that the rewriting system r is symmetric, i.e. 7~~’ c 7~. In this case 
7r is !orkietiz~~ c-9 ?led 0 ?-%yy T”i? _. _ ~ TZS-I. The relation =$’ is a congruence and therefore 
one can consider the quotient monoid 
(A, T) = A*+. 
An element m E M(A, n) is said to be square-free if one cannot 
m=rsst with r, s, tdM(A,rr) and s#i, w 
evident that the square-free elements of 
(mod **) of the words belonging to L2( A, n). So, if L2( 
contains only a finite number of 
indeed, one co 11;1 think that L,( 
classes (mod +*), some of which are infinite. 
ue system on the a~~ha~~t 
nitely many square-free Ee 
$7) isi nite if a 
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bY 
)~A*xA*lu, ve L,(A, n)}. 
*\LJA, ‘K) is a congruence class ( 
set L,(A, P). So, if we suppose that 
are-free elements, then = has finite index r + 1. 
of automata theory that L2 
ite: otherwise, in fact, by t iteration lemma, it wou 
some non-square-free words. 0 
explicitly that Proposition 3.1 is not true 6 J CO;P;&:L; 2 production 
(1, v) with v # 1. For instance if A = {a, b, L”, d} and v = ((1, a), (a, 1)) then L&4, rr) 
is empty, while all the square-free w pords on the alphabet {b, c, d} zxe projzeted into 
square-free elements of M(A, 7r). 
A one-rule Thue system is a rewriting system on an alphabet A of’ the form 
77 = ((4 4, (v, u)I ( u, v E A*). It is unknown whether there exist one-rule Thue 
systems with an undecidabie word-problem (cf. [3] for partial results on this subject). 
On the contrary, we shall show that the square-free word problem for one-rule Thue 
systems is decidable. 
We begin with the following. 
Let A be an alphabet, L a subset of -t and TT the rewriting system 
on A defined by 
7r={(U,V)IU,vE L,u#v). (4.1) 
Factorize any w E A* in the form w = r,x, rl . . . x,,r,, with n Z= 0, xi E L (1 s i s n), 
5 E A*\A*L.4* (OS js n) and set 
T={roy:r,. . . y,r,IyiEL,l~i~n}. 
if and on/y if 
n) and show that T is stable for a. 
WI = r()y, r, . l . ynrn = rqs, w2 = rz2s 
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At least one of the following conditions is verified: 
(1) q = zy, z), z”P 1, rzt = r,y,r, . . . i-j-1, z”s=y,r,...r,, 
(3) Yi =Pzlq9 y= rOYlrl = l * ri-lP, S = qriyi+l . . . U, 
ons (1) and (2) c rrespond to the case that z1 is 
factorization u’~ = royl rl . . . y,,r,. ituation (3) corre 
e that zl appears as a factor ot y,. (We recall tha 
In case (1) one has 
In case (2) one has 
w%-,y,r, . . . yi_lrj-jZjrjyi+! . . . r, = roy, . . . ri__, z’( z”)*S. 
in bot?r cases one obtains a contradiction, since w E L,(A, 7~). Hence, condition (3) 
is necessarily verified. We deduce 
w$w,= rz,& TyiS = rpz,qS$ rpyiqS =‘ rp*z,q*s 
and, from the assumption that w E L,(A, n), we derive p = q = 1. ence, one has 
z1 = yj and 
w-2 = roylrZ... ri_lzzriyi+l . . . r,, E T. 
If w E L,(A, rr), then one has 
T E L,( 7r) E L*(A) 
and therefore (ii) is verified. 
Conversely, let us suppose that (i), (ii) are verified. Since w E T c L,(n) and 
L,(m) is the minimal subset of A* containing w and stable for =+, we deduce 
L,(m) = ‘a- c L,(A) and therefcre w E L,( A, 7~). q 
Suppose that L is finite. Then, in view of the finiteness of T one can effectively 
decide whether conditions (ij and (ii) are verified. 
furnishes an al rithm to solve the s 
of the form (4 . In particular, we 
s0lvable. 
e square-free wo 
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Proposition 4.3. Lei n = ((u, u)) be a one-de semi-The system on an alphabet A, 
such that u # 1. Fox an,;, w E A* factorize w as w = rour1ur2., . urn (n 2 0, rj E 
A*\A*uA*, 0s.j~ n) an.d set 
T = {roy,rly2r2..  y& lyi E (U, Vi2 1 s 6 fl>. 
Then one has w E L,(A, w) if and only if 
(i) T is stable for =+, 
(ii) Tc L,(A). 
In this case the word w’ = rOvrl vr, . . . vr, is inalterable. 
The proof of this proposition is similar to that of Proposition 4,1 and is therefore 
omitted. 
ProposXon 4.3 not only gives an algorithm to solve the square-free word problem 
for a one-rule semi-Thue system v but it also assures that L,( A, m) is infinite if and 
only if ihere exists an infinite inalterable square-free word. We shall see that one 
can effectively verify whether such a word exists. Tne infinite square-free word 
problem for one rule semi-Thue systems is therefore decidable. 
Proposition 4.4. Let w = {(u, v)} be a one-&e semi-Thue system on an alphabet A. 
One has that 
(i) if Card(A) Z= 4, then L,(A, V) is in$nite if and only if u # 1. 
(ii) g Card(A) = 3, then L2( A, m) is in$nite ifand only ifu contains two occurrences 
of the same letter. 
(iii) if Card(A) s 2, then L,( A, n) is finite. 
Proof. (iii) is trivia1 since any word of length 4 on a 2-letter alphabet contains a 
square. To prove (i), it is sufficient o remark that if a E alph( u), then any square-free 
word on the alphabet A\(a) is inalterable, 
Suppose now that Card(A) = 3 and that u contains two occurrences of the same 
letter. Then, by renaming the tetters of A we can limit ourselves to considering the 
case that A = {a, b, c} and u contains at least one of the factors aa, cbc, bcab. As 
remarked in [lo] there exists an infinite square-free word Q on A which does not 
contain the factors cbc and cabac. Obviously aa is not a factor of a. Suppose that 
bcab is a factor of a: by deleting, possibly, the first letter of Q we can suppose that 
Q does not begin with b and therefore a contains a factor xbcabyz (x, y, z E A). Since 
for any x, y, z E A the word xbcabyz contains a square or an occurrence of cbc or 
cabac, we obtain a contradiction. We deduce that Q is inalltesabk and therefore 
L2( A, TT) is infinite; 
Finally, we consider the case in which A is a 3-letter alphabet and u does not 
contain two occurrences of the same letter. In this case, as remarked by Thue, all 
the infinite square-free words contain u as a factor. In view of reposition 4.3, we 
deduce that L2( 
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We can 
systems. 
give a partial extension of Proposition 4.4 to the case of one-rule Thue 
Proposition 4.5. Let m = ((u, v), (v, u)} be a one-rule Thue system on an alphabet A, 
with u # 1, v # 1, Card(A) a 4. Then L,( A, m) is infinite. 
Proof. We distinguish three cases. 
Case 1: alph(u) n alph( v) # 0. If a E alph(u) A alph(v) then any word on the 
alphabet A\(a) is inalterable. Since Card(A\{a}) 2 3, there are arbitrarily long 
inalterable square-free words and therefore L,(A, T) is infinite. 
Case 2: alph( u) n alph( v) = 0, min{(ul, lvl} 2 2. By renaming the letters of A, we 
can reduce ourselves to the case that A contains four distinct letters X, x-‘, y, y-l 
such that xx or xx-’ is a factor of u and yy or yy- * is a factor of v. As shown in 
[7], there are arbitrarily long square-free words on the alphabet {x, x-‘, y, y-‘} which 
do not contain the factors xx-‘, yy-*. Evidently all these words are inalterable and 
therefore L,(A, m) is infinite. 
Case 3: alph(u) n alph(v) =@, min (1~1, lvl} = 1, Without loss of generality, we 
can suppose u E A, v E (A\{ u})*. One can easily verify that for all w E (A\{ u})*, 
XEA*, one has w ** x if and only if p(x) = w, where Q : A* + (A\(u))* is the 
morphism induced by 
Q(M) = v, q(a) = a, for all a E A\(u). 
We deduce that if w is square-free, then x is square-free whenever w ** x and 
therefore w E L,(A, T). Since there are arbitrarily long square-free words on the 
alphabet A\(u), we conclude that L,(A, IT) is infinite. Cl 
We dre not able to give an explicit description of those one-rule Thue systems 7r 
on a 3-letter alphabet A = {a, b, c}, such that L,(A, v) is infinite. VJe can observe 
that there are cases in which L,(A, 7~) is finite (as, for instance, when 7r = 
{(ab, ba lB (ba, ab)} and cases in which L2( A, m) is infinite (for instance, when 
v = {( aha, cbc), (cbc, aba)}). 
Let n be a context-free rewriting system on the alphabet A. Then, for any w E A*, 
L,(n) is a context-free language and therefore one can decide whether L,,.(r) is 
infinite. If L,(T) is infinite, then by the iteration lemma one obtains 
If, on the contrary, L,,.( IT) is finite, then one can effectively verify w 
). So one has the following. 
er L,,,( 7~) C
The square-free word problem for a system of context-free productions 
is recursively solva 
is recursively so!vable: a,, Wnb.Pa 11 ~rma+hrn to solve it is giver! by t 
ositio et w c A x A* be u context-free rewriting system. L,(A, W) 
d only if there exist &W letters a, b, c E A such tJ3at e,nr?z two of L,( 
and L,(T) are isjoint subsets of A. 
Suppose that L,(A, 7~) is infinite and fix w E L,(A, T) such that 1 WI 2 
(A) + 4. As remarked previously, L,,,(W) is finite. Let vl be a word of maximal 
length in L,,,(q). Ther; ccc 42::s 
L(?r) c u(l), forall aEalph(t;,‘,. 
By deleting in v1 all he letters a such that a +* 1, we obtain a word v2 such that 
v,+ V-J, L,( 7~) c A, for all a E alph( v2). 
Moreover one has 
v2 = aIa2.. . a,, V! =xoa,x,a2x2. . a,x, 
for some ai E A, Xj E A* (0 s j s t, 1 s is t) such that Xj a* 1; Xj cannot contain two 
occurrences of t e same letter b E A, otherwise one would have xj +* bb. So, one 
must have lXj1 s Card(A). We deduce 
and hence I v21 = t > 3. 
Now, let v3 be a word of L,(T) such that alph( v3) has minimal cardinality. One 
has 
L,(T) c A, for all a E alph(v,), IsI = 1v21)3 
and, since v3 is square-free, Card(al (v;)) 2 3. Moreover whenever LZ, k> Ealph( v,) 
and a# b, one has L,(rr)n L&r) Otherwise, indeed, by substituting in v3 all 
the occurrences of a and b with a letter c E L,(T) n Lb(n), one would obtain a 
W of L,(T) on a smaller alphabet. 
us we have proved that if L2( , T) is infinite, then the conditio 
the statement is verified. Conversely, it is evident that if a, b, c are su 
b(m) and L,(n) are isjoint subsets o then any square-free wor on the alphabet 
a, 6, c) is an element of L,(A, T) and therefore L,( , r) is infinite. 0 
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and 
ri the statement 
is not longer than 
W = a&82.. . an_2an_,a,a2... a,_2t2,ia,a2..  an_2an_1ala2..  an_2, 
roposition 5.2 an w is a word of kngth -5 which 
Let 0 be a reflexive relation on the alphabet 
of semi-commutations 
e can then consi 
v = {(ab, ba) 1 (a, 6) E 0). 
TT is length-preserving (i.e. one has ]ul= 101 whenever u=+v, u, v E A*) and therefore 
the language generated by any word w E A* is finite. We deduce that the square-free 
word problem for systems of semi-commutations i recursively solvable. 
If 6 is symmetric, then T is a ‘Ihue system and therefore one can consider the 
monoid M(A, T), which is said to be the partially commutative free mono 
(relative to 0). These objects have been studied in different contexts by several 
authors (cf. [5, 2, 61 and references therein). An effective characterization of the 
partially commutative free monoids containing an infinite umber of square-free 
elements has been given by the authors in [4]. The graph of the co 
relation s= A x A\0 of 8 is said to be the non-commutation grap 
terminology we have the following. 
A partially commutative free monoid (A, 7i~) contains infinitely 
many square-free lements if and only if its non-commutation graph contains at least 
one of the ,P lrbgraphs hown in Fig. 1. 
OF0 . The infmite square-free word problem for symmetric systems of se 
commutations i recursively solvable. 
The situation is more co 
tions are taken i that one can always 
case where the non-commutation gra is strongly cormec 
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Let 8 be a reflexive relation on A. We say that A is reducible (relative to 6) if 
one can decompose A as 
A= +A2 (A,,A&O,A,nA,=&)) 
with ,xAzc@. e denote by 8i (i = 1,2) the restrictions of 8 to i and set 
Ti=((ab, ba)l(a, b)E Oi}. 
Thus, if rr = {( ab, ba) 1 (a, b) E 6) one has rr = ZF~ LJ 7r2 v { (ab, ba) 1 a E A, : b E A,}. 
now have the following. 
6.3. Suppose that A is reducible (relative to 8), i.e. A = Al u A2 (A,, A2 # 
(il;,A,nA?=@) dA,xA,zO. IfL,(A, ) rr is infinite then at least one of the sets 
L2(A,, w,) and (A2, 7~~) is infinite. 
roof. Let us first s ow that if wEA* then w=+* vu for some MA?, uEA7. The 
proof is by induction on the length of W. 
The result is trivial if w = 1. Let us suppose w # 1 and write 
By the induction hypothesis, f +*J2fl for some fi: E AT (i = 1,2) and therefore 
w =j.?+f2f*x. 
If x E A,, the result is achieved. Otherwise we have fix ~9 xf, and thenjif,x +* f2xf, 
with J2x E A;. 
Suppose now that w E L,(A, 7)‘ Then one has u E L2(A,, w,) and v E L2(A2, 7r2). 
If L2(A, 7~) is infinite, then the length of w can be chosen arbitrarily large. Since 
1 WI = lul+ 1~1, we deduce that at least one of the sets L2(A1, T,) and L2(A2, 7r2) is 
infinite. III 
nsequznce of the previous proposition we obtain the following. 
Let be a system of se commutations on the alphabet A such that 
en there exists c A such that the restrictio to B of the 
non-commutation grcph is strongly connected and L,(B, &) is injinite. 
utation graph of rr 
ucible. So, by the pre 
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In Section 3, we have seen that if *TT is symmetrk, then the infiniteness of L,( 
is equiv xistence of an infinite number of square-free e 
monoid t us now suppose that v is a non-symmetric system of semi- 
commutations. We can then consider the maximal symmetric relation 7~~ included 
e shall see that the infmiteness of L,( 7r) in this case is equivalent to the 
ce of infinitely many square-free lements in a particular subset 0 
et 8 be a relation on A. Set 
77 = ((ab, ba) i (a, b) E e), 
WI = n\Tr-’ = WJ, WI (a, b) E 0, @, da 01, 
-472 i.L 37 r-1 7T -‘=((ab,ba)I(a,b)Ee,(b,a)Ee} 
and denote by J the ideal of M (A, 9~~) generated by the projection of the set S = 
{ab 1 (ab, ba) E TT,). en L2( A, T) is ininite if and only if there are infinitely many 
quare-free elements in the set (A, v2)\J- 
In other words, L,(A, ?T) is infinite if and only if there exist arbitrarily long wo+ 
w E A* such that L,( 7r2) avoids the squares and the set S. Another formulation of 
the previous property is the following: consider the congruence = on A% (0) 
generated by 
, n) is infinite if and only if the monoid (A* v {O})/= is infinite; indeed 
f A* such that L&r,) avoids the squares and S are exactly the words 
rejected into a non-null element of (A* v (O})/ =. 
The proof of Proposition 6.5 uses the following. 
In the hypotheses of osition 6.5, for any w E A* there exists v E L,( r) 
such that 
*S,(V) n A*SA* = 0. 
emma, we recall the notion of the binomial c 
two words u, v E the number of occurrences of u as 
binomial coefficient is comple 
relations 
ua U 
= 
vb vb 
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where i&b = 1 if a = b, S,, = 0 otherwise. oreover one has 
= c 
Ul . +A* 
Let us now define the function F: A* + N by setting 
for all t4, v, w E 
By means of the previous relations one can derive that for all ul, u2 E 
one has 
F( ~,a&) = F( u1 bau2) + 1 if ab E S, 
(W 
F( u,abu2) = F( u, bau,) ifab@S. 
fo Choose v E L,(V) such that F(v) is minimal. The word v is 
such that L,(m) n A*SA* = 0. Otherwise, indeed, one would have 
w 3 v$ u,abu2+u,bau2 
for some ul, 1.4~ E A*, ab E S and therefore, in view of (6.1) 
F(v)%iG(u,abu2)> F(u,kau,) 
which contradicts the minimality of F(v). Cl 
6.5 Suppose that L2(A, n) is infinite. Then for all n 2 0, there 
uch that w E L,(A, 7~) and IwI > n. Choose v as in the previous lemma. 
Then one has 
We deduce that the projection of v into M( A, n2) is square-free and belongs to 
, supppose that (A, 7~:) contains infinitely many square-free ele- 
ments. Then there are arbitrarily long words w E A* such that 
L&r2)c L,(A) and L,(TQ)~A*SA*=(~~ 
From the second of these e ations we deduce L,(T) = L,( 7~~) and therefore one 
71). By the arbitrariness of Iwl we conclude 
a symmetric system of semi- 
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Let 7~ be an anti-sy metric system of semi-commutations on the alp 
T) is injinite if and only if there exists an ingfnite inalterdde square-free 
6.5. C-Y 
roposition 6.5, we have n = TT~, S = {ab 1 (ab, ba) E K) 
m2) avoids S and the squares if and 
e conclusion follows by 
We are not able to say whether there exists a system of semi-commutations n
such that L,(A, T) is infinite and no infinite inalterable square-free wo 
Obviously such a system should be neither symmetric nor anti-symmetric. 
Let rr be a system of semi-commutations on a three letter alpha 
A. Then L,;A, 7~) is infinite if and only if n is included in the identity relation. 
Indeed if rr contains a pair (ab, ba) with a # b, then L,(A, ((ab, ba)}) is finite by 
Proposition 4.4 and, a fortiori, L,(A, r) is also finite. 
.2. Consider the systems of semi-commutations n on a four letter alphabet 
A whose no+commutation graphs are shown in ig. 2. In a-l!, these cases L,(A, n) 
is infinite. This is a consequence of Proposition 6.1 in 
case (b) the infinite square-free word on four letters of 
inalterable. 
Cases (a) and (b) are “minimal” in the sense that LZ(A, a) is finite for all systems 
of semi-commutations c properly containing n: For instance, in ca 
adds a new commutation to OTT then A becomes reducible. The rest 
non-commu ation graph to the strongly connected components are shown in Fig. 
3. We deduce by Proposition 6.3 and Example 6.1 that L,( 9 a) is ieducible. 
Fig. 2. 
0 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
xa . Let rr be a system of semi-commutations on the alphabet A = 
1 + 9 . . . , a,} whose non-commutation graph is shown in Fig. 4. Then one can 
prove by Proposition 6.5 that &(A, T) is finite. 
This example shows that there are arbitrarily large irreducible alphabets A such 
that &(A, 7) is finite. This seems to be an essential difference between the symmetric 
and the asymmetric ase: indeed, if 72 is symmetric, A is irreducible and Card( 
then &(A, T) is infinite as shown in 143. 
7, ver -free words an 
A word w E A* is said to be overlap-j?ee if one cannot factorize w as w = rasasat 
with r, S, t E A* and Q E A. The set of the overlap-free words on the alphabet A 
will be denoted by L;(A). Thue [lo] has proved that L;(A) is infinite whenever 
Card(A) Z= 2. 
Let rr be a rewriting system on A. We say that a word v E A* is overlap-free relative 
to T if L,(n) E L;(A). We denote by LG( A, z) the set of overlap-free words relative 
to 97. 
Let us now suppose that rr is a system of semi-commutations on A. In this case 
the “inEnite overlap-free word problem” is recursively solvable. Indeed one has the 
following. 
. Let *TT be a system of semi-commutations on the alphabet A. Then 
>(A, T) is infinite if and only if the non-commutation graph contains a loop. 
Let us suppose that LG( , T) is infinite and show that the non-commutation 
contains a lo 
Since Corollary 6 can obviously be extended to overlap-free words, we can 
suppose, without loss of generality, that the non-commutation graph is strongly 
oreover, A must contain at least two letters and therefore the non- 
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. e an iq%zite overlap-free word on the alphabet { , , a,> and s the 
word obtained from t by substituting the word a2a3 . . . a,,q (TI 2 2) iti ti~i-i~ rr~~~.~rence 
of the factor a2al. Then s is an infinite overlap-free word on the alphabet 
-! a1,a2,-, 4. 
. By contradiction. Suppose 
S = XQi YQiJXl, . . . cw 
). We can reduce ourselves to the case i G 2. Indeed, if i > 2, then 
rrence of ai is preceded by a2a,. . . ai-1, and therefore one has 
S = X’llz(Q~. . . Qiy’)a,(aJ . . . t&Yt)C12Q~. . . ai.. . 
for suitable x’, _V’E *. Let us then suppose i s 2. Bv deleting in (7. I) a _ 
occurrences of a3, a4, . . . , a, once obtains 
t = ZiIiyilijkli . . . 
(2,~ E {a,, a,}*). This is a contradiction, since t is overlap-free. Cl 
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